
4. Analysis and characterization

Simplified liquefaction analyses including triggering analyses and estimation of damage 

indices, LSN and LPI, were performed for the 4SEP2010 and 22FEB2011 earthquakes, for 

all 55 sites. Based on these analyses, critical layers for liquefaction manifestation at the 

ground surface were identified.

The dramatic differences in liquefaction manifestation cannot be explained through 

differences in the characteristics of the critical layer, nor can the liquefaction damage 

indices reflect these differences. Instead, “deposit parameters” which account for the 

thickness and vertical continuity of highly permeable liquefiable soils appear to be more 

relevant to the severity of liquefaction manifestation. 
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1. Objective

To identify key ground characteristics that led to different 

liquefaction manifestations during the Canterbury earthquakes.

Critical layer characteristics for the YY-, NY-, and NN-sites. In all three cases, the critical layer is shallow (2~3m below the

ground surface) and has low penetration resistance of qc1Ncs = 80~90.

Earthquake
Liquefaction Manifestation

YY (15 sites) NY (23 sites) NN (17 sites)

4SEP2010 Yes No No

4FEB2011 Yes Yes No
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Detailed field investigations 

were performed at each site 

including CPT, borehole 

logs and high resolution 

compression wave and 

shear wave velocities. In 

addition, a large number of 

disturbed and undisturbed 

high-quality samples were 

recovered for index and 

advanced cyclic testing in 

the laboratory.

Locations of 55 investigated sites and land damage caused by the 22 February 2011 

earthquake (base maps reproduced from Russell and van Ballegooy, 2015)

Estimations of liquefaction damage indices, LSN (left) and LPI (right). 

Cumulative thickness of liquefiable (Ic < 2.6) and clean sand type material (Ic < 1.8) within the top 11m of YY-, NY-, and 

NN-sites. 

YY-deposit:

• manifested liquefaction in both earthquakes

• shallow water table

• all layers liquefiable

• vertically continuous

• predominantly fine sand

• sand with fines in top 2~3m

• absence of non-liquefiable crust

NN-deposit:

• did not manifest liquefaction in either event

• shallow water table

• interbedded liquefiable and non-liquefiable soils

• highly stratified

• sequence of silty sand, silt, and non-liquefiable soils

• absence of clean sand layers

• non-liquefiable crust above water table

• absence of vertical continuity of liquefiable soils

Actual (deterministic) YY profiles Simulated (probabilistic) YY profiles

Future work will involve both deterministic 

and probabilistic effective stress analyses 

of the 55 sites with the aim to elucidate 

and quantify key contributing factors and 

mechanisms that led to the different 

performances of the three types of sites 

(YY, NY, and NN). 

A probabilistic soil model designed and calibrated using the 

geotechnical characteristics of the 55 sites is currently under 

development. The model will be used to randomly generate 

alternative soil profiles for each effective stress analysis run. 


